Give Your Students An “Insider” Understanding of
Hollywood Movies from a Spiritual Perspective.
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Featuring

BRIAN GODAWA

Award-Winning Hollywood Screenwriter
Author of “Hollywood Worldviews: Watching Films with Wisdom & Discernment”

HOLLYWOOD WORLDVIEWS
Live Presentation

Hire Brian Godawa to speak at your campus or church

For booking & information, contact Brian Godawa
310-948-0224 • brian@godawa.com
For the affordable
price of only

$1000

plus travel and
expenses

Brian Godawa is the screenwriter for the award-winning
feature film, To End All Wars, starring Kiefer Sutherland, and
the film adaptation of the best-selling novel The Visitation by
author Frank Peretti for Ralph Winter (X-Men, Wolverine).
He’s written and directed documentaries on the separation of
church and state for PBS, as well as stem cell research for
The Center for Bioethics and Culture Network. Mr. Godawa’s
scripts have won multiple awards in screenplay competitions
and his articles on movies and philosophy have been published around the
world. His book, Hollywood Worldviews: Watching Films with Wisdom and
Discernment (InterVarsity Press), is a revised
edition. See his other books at Godawa.com
The Presentations feature material
from Brian Godawa’s two NEW books
from InterVarsity Press

Choose between one of these two Live Presentation Options!
Live Presentation Option 1
Kiss Kiss, Bang Bang: Sex & Violence in the Movies (40 minutes) – Q&A (20 minutes)
Brian examines the issue of sin depicted in the movies, and the Christian’s biblical
responsibility in relation to making and watching movies.
Beyond Entertainment: Redemption in the Movies (40 minutes) – Q&A (20 minutes)
Brian explains story structure used by filmmakers and how it communicates redemption and
influences the audience.

Live Presentation Option 2
The Christian Worldview in Movies: Incarnation (40 minutes) – Q&A (20 minutes)
Brian describes how to express a Christian worldview in a movie and avoid making cheesy
Christian propaganda.
The Christian Worldview in Movies: Subversion (40 minutes) – Q&A (20 minutes)
Brian investigates how the nature of storytelling in the Bible and in movies is subversive,
and how we can tell stories that subvert our culture and point it toward Christ.

TRANSPORTATION: Client
provides transportation (nonstop first class air flight and
local transportation, to and from
airport) Airline tickets must be
transferable.
ACCOMODATIONS:
Minimum of Express Inn or
commensurate. 
TECH NEEDS: Projector and
sound system that can project
Powerpoint and audio from a
Mac Powerbook. I do have a
remote control that works from
75 feet if necessary.

OTHER PRESENTATION
OPTIONS:
The Church and the Arts:
Friends or Foes?

A look at the Bible and the nature of
creativity. An examination of several
worldviews and how they affect the
church’s view and creation of arts and
culture. How the church can overcome
its troubled relationship with the arts.
The cultural mandate.

From Bezalel to Jesus:
Art in the Bible

An in-depth examination of Art and
the Artist in the Bible. Learn how
important the arts are to God. A survey
of scriptural passages to see what
styles of art God approves. You may be
surprised by what you discover.

Art vs. Propaganda:
A Christian Worldview in Art

A look at how Christians approach
art in light of the Bible. Brian explains
how a Christian worldview can be
communicated through art, whether
painting, music, storytelling or others.

